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Agenda

1. Introduction

2. What is AI from a technical perspective? 

3. What are the use cases for analytical AI? 

4. How can AI be used for optimizing commercial (including 

pricing matters) strategies? 

5. How to manage legal risks in AI

Kristian Storgaard is a tech lawyer, 

and Jacob Brønnum-Schou is head 

of IT, both at Kromann Reumert, and 

will jointly outline how far AI has 

come in assisting companies in 

optimizing their commercial 

(including pricing matters) 

strategies. This includes giving 

examples of how AI has already 

been deployed and (ab)used to 

secure actions that may be 

incompatible with Article 101.
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§

How do we manage

AI in a responsible

manner?

The potential is huge!

Our business dies if we are not first

movers!

AI is dangerous – let’s forbid it!

AI is going to kill our

business…
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What businesses need to know is that when 

they decide to use an automated system, 

they will be held responsible for what it 

does," she continued. "So they had better 

know how that system works." 

   - Konkurrencekommisær

   Margrethe Vestager 2018 

”
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AI as concept

Super AI

General AI

Narrow AI
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‘AI system’ means a machine-based system that is 
designed to operate with varying levels of autonomy and 
that may exhibit adaptiveness after deployment, and 
that, for explicit or implicit objectives, infers, from the 
input it receives, how to generate outputs such as 
predictions, content, recommendations, or decisions that 
can influence physical or virtual environments

— AI Act, Article 1
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AI

Data

Security

Rights

ESG

Ethics

AI?

Global
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What could possibly go wrong here…? 

• Tay chatbot – 2016!

• Controversial posts and unpredictable 

interactions

• Less than 24 hours uptime…
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Why AI is not perfect

• Hit rate

• Bias

• Hallucination

• Drifting

• Intended distraction ->

• Cyber security risks

https://www.wired.com/story/99-phones-fake-google-maps-traffic-jam/

https://www.wired.com/story/99-phones-fake-google-maps-traffic-jam/
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Pricing Algorithms - including advertising, e-commerce, entertainment, insurance, sports, 

travel, and utilities—have employed dynamic pricing with varying degrees of success

• On June 3, 2017, blue lights flashed toward 

London Bridge as police cars responded to 

reports of a terrorist attack. They blazed past 

thousands of people who were enjoying a 

Saturday night at restaurants and pubs in the 

area. Many of those who were out on the streets, 

sensing danger, attempted to order an Uber and 

head home to safety. But for 43 minutes after 

the first emergency call came in at 10:07 PM, 

Uber’s dynamic pricing algorithm caused 

rates in that part of the city to jump more than 

200%. […]

• Research conducted by neuroscientists at 

Carnegie Mellon, Stanford, and MIT has shown 

that pain centers in the human brain are activated 

when people see a product with an excessive 

price tag.

https://hbr.org/2021/09/the-pitfalls-of-pricing-algorithms

https://hbr.org/2021/09/the-pitfalls-of-pricing-algorithms
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Pricing Algorithms

• In 2011, two American 

Amazon sellers linked the 

price of a book about flies to 

each other’s prices

• Seller A set the price daily at 

27% higher than Seller B

• Seller B set the price just 

below Seller A’s

• The book eventually ended 

up costing nearly USD 24 

million.

https://www.wired.com/2011/04/amazon-flies-24-million/

https://www.wired.com/2011/04/amazon-flies-24-million/
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Commission has identified 3 risk areas

Algorithmic facilitation of 

traditional collusion

Where algorithms are used to support 

or implement a pre-existing collusion

Algorithmic alignment via a 

third party

Third party provides the same 

algorithm or coordinated algorithms to 

different competitors resulting in an 

alignment between the parties with 

respect to competitive parameters such 

as pricing, output, customers etc.

(Use of the same third-party software 

provider is not the consequence of an 

anticompetitive conduct)

Algorithmic alignment

The parallel use by competitors of distinct 

(pricing) self-learning/deep-learning 

algorithms that via their automatic, 

reciprocal interaction can lead to the 

alignment of the (pricing) behaviour, 

without any direct contact between the 

competitors
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What is AI from a 

technical perspective? 
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What is AI from a technical perspective?

The grandfather of AI, John 
McCarthy saw a future where 

machines can and will do anything a 
human can do!

The living legal brain is still the 
supreme champion of data 

processing.

Skills like critical reasoning and 
problem solving are better 

approached by humans using 
advanced technology and data 

science than by machines alone. 
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Artificial intelligence (AI)

Machine learning

Deep learning

Generative AI

AI in practical use
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Machine learning

Supervised learning

Source: McKinsey – An executive’s guide to AI (https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/quantumblack/our-insights/an-executives-guide-to-ai) 

Reinforcement learningUnsupervised learning

ChatGPT utilizes machine learning. A 

combination of supervised and unsupervised 

learning

Supervised machine learning: Algorithms learn 

from human input and labeling within the dataset 

at the outset. → Text Classification, Legal Writing 

AI Tools

Unsupervised learning: Algorithms make 

inferences about a data set without human 

input. → It’s often used in the context of 

dynamic pricing, where prices are adjusted in 

real-time based on various factors.

Reinforcement learning: Algorithms 

continue to learn from human input in 

an ongoing way, getting “smarter” over 

time” → used in self-driving cars for 

decision-making, navigation, obstacle 

avoidance, and route optimization.

https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/quantumblack/our-insights/an-executives-guide-to-ai
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Algorithms - Lack of Transparency

• At a high level, a pricing algorithm is a computer 

program that autonomously adjusts prices based 

on current and past data related to demand, cost, 

or rivals’ prices. 

• Algorithms, especially those based on machine 

learning, can be complex and difficult to 

understand. 

• This lack of transparency, often referred to as the 

“black box” problem, can make it hard to identify 

when and why an algorithm might be making 

incorrect or unfair decisions.

Algorithms  used by online shops can affect pricing, potentially 
leading to variations in cost for the consumer.

We know that algorithms is used in industries, such as airline 
ticket pricing

Safeguarding algorithm:

❖ Bias Mitigation

❖ Robust Testing

❖ Security Measures

❖ Continuous Monitoring

❖ Regulatory Compliance

❖ Ethical Considerations 
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Vector database - Imagine you’re in a huge library full of 
books
✓ Imagine you’re in a library full of books. Each book represents a piece of 

data. Now, you’re looking for a specific book, but the library is so 
massive, and the books are so many, it’s hard to find exactly what you’re 
looking for.

✓ Here’s where a vector database comes in. It’s like a magical librarian 
who can instantly find the book you’re looking for. Not only that, this 
librarian can also find other books that are similar to the one you’re 
looking for.

✓ In this analogy, each book is a ‘vector’, which is just a fancy term for a 
list of numbers that represent the book’s information. The magical 
librarian is the vector database, which can quickly and efficiently find the 
‘book’ (or data) you’re looking for, even in a huge ‘library’ (or database).

✓ So, remember that a Vector database is a special database that’s really 
good at finding specific pieces of data and data that’s similar to it. 

Vector DB is useful in fields like artificial intelligence 

and machine learning, where we often need to find 

patterns or similarities in large amounts of data.
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What are the use cases 

for analytical AI? 
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Model training Model use

Training data

Test data
Model

Model training Accuracy

Output data

Input data

Model

Output data

Unacceptable Acceptable

Feedback and 

optimisation

System

”Knowledge”

”Black-box”

Bias

Humans!
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Analytical vs. Generative AI

Analytical AI

• Primarily used to analyze and interpret data to provide 
actionable insights

• Requires a large amount of high-quality data to generate 
accurate insights

• Provides forecasts, recommendations, and descriptive 
analytics

• Widely used in market analysis, risk assessment, and 
demand forecasting. 

• Typically moderate complexity, with clear models and 
outputs.

• Highly scalable - can be applied across various datasets 
and scenarios

• Predictive accuracy is generally high, depending on the 
quality of data and algorithms used

• Excellent at generating deep business insights - often 
requires human interpretation of results.

Generative AI (…and General Purpose AI…)

• Focuses on creating new content, such as text, images, or 
scenarios

• Requires substantial data for training models

• Produces novel content based on learned patterns

• Common in content creation, product design, and scenario 
planning

• Highly complex, often involving complex models like GANs and 
transformers

• Moderate complexity, as creating high-quality content can be 
resource-intensive.

• Predictive accuracy is moderate, with variation based on the 
model and application

• Highly effective at generating new content. Provides insights 
through scenario generation and simulation, but less focused on 
direct business insights.

• Capable of autonomously generating content once trained.
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1.How can AI be used 
for optimizing 
commercial (including 
pricing matters) 
strategies? 
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Dynamic Pricing

• Dynamic pricing is a strategy where businesses set flexible 

prices for products or services based on current market 

demands. 

• Prices are adjusted in real-time based on various factors such as 

competitor pricing, supply and demand, and customer behavior

• Allows businesses to maximize revenue by capturing the 

willingness to pay of different customer segments

• AI Algorithms Used for Dynamic Pricing

• Regression Analysis: Predicts the relationship between 

variables to forecast pricing trends

• Supervised Learning - uses historical sales data to predict 

optimal prices

• Reinforcement Learning - continuously learns and adapts 

pricing strategies based on outcomes.
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OECD report on algorithmic Competition 2023

• Facilitating Explicit Collusion

• Algorithms can make explicit collusion more stable by detecting and 
responding to pricing deviations among competitors

• Automated pricing systems used to maintain price-fixing agreements 
or resale price maintenance

• Hub and Spoke Settings

• When multiple firms use the same third-party pricing software, it 
creates a hub and spoke setting that facilitates information exchange 
and coordination on pricing

• Autonomous Tacit Collusion

• Self-learning algorithms can autonomously decide to collude without 
explicit communication or information sharing

• Algorithms that use reinforcement learning, can learn to set supra-
competitive prices through trial and error exploration

• Facilitating Practices

• Competitors might exchange information about datasets, output, cost 
data, or decisional parameters used in their algorithms

• Reducing barriers to coordination and increasing incentives for 
cooperation - can serve as indirect indications of an agreement.

Example 1 – German gasoline

• Local duopoly retail gasoline markets in Germany 
with algorithmic pricing adoption

• Found significant impact on competition, with 
higher margins in non-monopoly market – margins 
increased 28%

• Two potential mechanisms through which the 
adoption of the pricing algorithms could have led to 
an increase in prices:

• Fail to learn to compete effectively (e.g., not best 
respond to competitors’ prices)

• Learn how not to compete (i.e., tacitly collude). 
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OECD report on algorithmic Competition 2023

Example 2 – Las Vegas hotels

• Defendants allegedly used three algorithms from the 

Rainmaker Group: GuestRev, RevCaster, and GroupRev

• GuestRev recommends prices for individual hotel rooms, 

RevCaster monitors and responds to competitor pricing, 

and GroupRev forecasts demand for group bookings.

• Allegedly enabled defendants to increase prices at 

consumers' expense

• Defendants' pricing strategies were aggregated and 

coordinated through shared algorithms, leading to supra-

competitive prices.

• No direct sharing of pricing strategies

• Shared use of algorithms allegedly facilitated coordinated 
pricing decisions.

• Alleged hub-and-spoke conspiracy to maximize market-wide 
prices

Example 3 – Kakao Mobility

• Manipulating taxi distribution algorithm

• Kakao manipulated its algorithm in two ways that benefited 

its member drivers 

• Prioritised member drivers

• Allocated less profitable short distance journeys to non-
member drivers

• Kakao’s actions made it harder for competitor taxi franchise 

companies to attract drivers, foreclosing rivals in the taxi 

franchise market 

• Kakao leveraged its market power in the general call market 

to increase its market power in the taxi franchise market

• Demonstrates how a firm dominant in one market can 

exploit its market power to stifle competition in a related 

market.
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Other legal risks
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AI Act preamble nr. 26d

Practices that are prohibited by 

Union legislation, including […] 

competition law, should not be 

affected by this Regulation.

Digital Market Act (DMA)? 

Data Act og copyright act § 11 b Regulation is always lacking behind

EU commission has initiated

hearings on generativ AI
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IPR

Confidentiality Data & privacy

Regulatory
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The AI Act is risk-based

Uacceptable 
risk

High risk

Limited risk

Minimal risk

→ Prohibited practice

→ Transparancy

→ Requirement

→ Codes of conduct

Systemic risk
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Requirements for high-risk AI systems

Compliance

Risk management 

system

Data and data 

governance

Technical 

documentation

Record keeping

Transparency

and provision of 

information

Human oversight
Accuracy, robustness

and cybersecurity
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Data Algorithms
Computing

power
Applications

Ethical and legal 
framework

The basic AI Ecosystem

The foundation of AI…

Raw data collected 

from various sources

Mathematical models 

and methods used to 

analyze data

Hardware and 

infrastructure 

necessary to process 

and analyze large 

amounts of data

The practical uses of AI 

in various fields like 

healthcare, finance, 

and transportation

Guidelines and 

regulations 

governing the 

use of AI
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… Managerial responsibility applies when handling AI
.

Handle with care…

Can management be held accountable for improper 

handling AI risks under company law?

• Informed decisions to protect business-critical 

information

• Strategic decision-making process for AI, ensuring 

alignment business strategy

• Evaluate and choose risk profiles that they can endorse, 

understanding the potential risks involved with AI 

systems
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Thank you….

Kristian Storgaard

Partner, attorney (H)

Dir. +45 38 77 44 70

Mob. +45 20 19 74 10

kst@kromannreumert.com

Jacob Brønnum-Schou

Head of IT

Dir. +45 38 77 11 63

Mob. +45 61 61 30 05

jbs@kromannreumert.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kristianstorgaard/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacobbronnumschou/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kristianstorgaard/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacobbronnumschou/

